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It has been more than a year since the last progress report, not for lack of progress, but for lack of writers. To fill the void, developers jroweboy and FearlessTobi independently wrote drafts for a new progress report, and another developer zhaowenlan1779 merged their works and added more content.
Together, we are able to provide you with an update on all the changes we have had since 2019 Q1. Continue reading Page 2 Hey there, Citra fans! The last 6 months have been wildly exciting, and just wonderful for Citra overall. We have made major inroads that have been long overdue. New features,
bug fixes, performance improvements, better game compatibility and more await you. So just relax and enjoy the ride! Continue reading Page 3 It's been a while people - since the last report we had a lot of new features come to Citra. Some notable improvements include multiplayer improvements,
hardware shadow improvements (after GLvtx), a rewrite of the logging system, and the support of the coveted camera. Our Continuous Integration Systems (CI) have also been optimized. Apart from these, we've had a lot more minor features, improvements, and bug fixes. So, without further ado, let's get
straight into it: Continue reading Page 4 New Year, new changes in Citra. Specifically, many technical changes under the hood, from applets to IPC, have made Citra even more accurate and laid the groundwork for even more goodies next year. With a lot of big changes all around, this item is going to be
packed to the brim with all the new goodies that have come to Citra during these purple months. But, pretty faffing about! Let's move directly to this: Continue reading Page 5 Citra has some problems, and by its nature as an open source project, they are visible to everyone and repairable by anyone.
Unfortunately, however, most contributions are made by a small minority of developers. These developers have found it difficult to prioritize their efforts, since the majority of question reports are written scattered across Discord, Reddit, forums, IRC, and too many other places to count. For this reason, the
Citra team has set up a framework to report data on how Citra is used for our server, and use this data to discover which games are the most popular and hardware configurations, where the games emulated crash in Citra most often, and more. Continue reading Page 6 Summer just entered, and
although we don't have a summer of code, the patches continue to roll independently. We have a ton of patches this month in rendering, so this report is going to be very heavy screenshot. With that, let's go. Implemented procedural texture (Texture Unit 3) by wwylele There is a feature rarely used in the
3DS GPU called procedural textures, proctex for short. Continue reading Page 7 As you all know, night constructions have been down some time now due to the former manager not being there, but the problems have been solved, and Nightly constructions are now available on our downloads page once
again! With downloads available for Windows, macOS and Linux, you no longer have to compile the version yourself. Similarly, we would like to remind all users that all bugs found in Citra, or during emulation, be reported from nightly constructions, not those Bleeding Edge. Continue reading Page 8 If
you haven't heard of Discord yet, it's essentially an alternative to Skype, with servers with both voice and text chat. You can use it in your browser, download the desktop program or get the mobile app. If you don't already have an account, you can make one for free here. Once you've done this, you can
join Citra's official server by going here. There are 5 channels: #read-first - An introduction to reading only to the server, and ads. Continue reading Page 9 This month, we bring you the second installment of our two-part progress report on Citra in 2015! With this part, we discuss the evolution of Citra
being able to run just a few commercial games at a few frames per second, at the place where it is in 2016: Run many retail games at reasonable speeds, some of which are fully playable with almost flawless graphics! We discuss Citra's new dyncom cpu core, OpenGL rendering, pixel lighting and
various bug fixes. Continue reading Page 10 Welcome to the brand new Citra site! This new site has been kind of a secret project out and on for over a year now. A lot of hard work, a few false starts, but here we are! This has been a big team effort - we would especially like to thank Flame Sage, the
main architect behind the new backend site; MaJoR for design and artwork, and finally jchadwick for his early role in the project. Continue reading Citra's nocturnal construction contains already reviewed and tested features. If you need support with installing or using Citra, or if you want to report bugs,
you should use this version. This version is still in development, so expect outages and bugs. The Canarian construction of Citra is the same as our nocturnal buildings, with additional features that are still waiting for review before doing so in the official Citra buildings. We will not provide support for the
questions found only in this version. If you think you've found a please do a new test on our nocturnal builds. This version is still in development, so expect outages and bugs. Advertising The best emulator of all high-speed emulators NDS emulator A PlayStation 2 emulator for Android Play any pc game
or console of your Android device A powerful Nintendo DS emulator An Android frontend (unofficial) for the CitraM emulator is an unofficial port for the Citra emulator based on the Android frontend of the Emulator. Since this code is almost entirely a copy copy The Dolphin frontend, there are a lot of



useless segments here that are not used... or are useless. Device RequirementSOS: Android (5.0 Lollipop or more). Processor: Processor with armv8 or x86-64 support; 32-bit processors (ARMv7, x86) are not supported by Citra.Graphics: a graphics processor that supports OpenGL ES 3.2 or more.
Known questionsSince it is in the very early stages of development many things do not work quite properly yet:Games Scan Crash; Colors in games (since GLES does not support BGR color control, color channels can be reversed); Because this is based on an older version of Citra, bugs resolved on
new versions of Citra may still be present. Citra EmulatorEntertainmentCitra is a new emulator for Android, allowing you to play your favorite games on your phone! Features include:- Compatibility with hundreds of games- Improved graphics, such as scaling resolution and texture filtering (these optional
features work best on high-end devices) - Support for various built-in features, such as camera, microphone and motion controls - Support for external gamepadsCitra Premium- Citra offers a Premium in-app purchase that will unlock some cosmetic features, including dark theme and additional texture
filtering options- Please consider upgrading, as our developers spend hundreds of hours of their free time contributing to the project. The Citra app does not include any copyrighted games or system files. You are legally required to empty your games to use with Citra. The Citra app is not affiliated,
associated, authorized, approved by, or in any way officially related to any company that manufactures portable game consoles. The Citra application is authorized by GNU GPL v2, and the full source code is available on GitHub at you have any questions, please reference to our FAQ: you need help with
the application, feel free to join our Discord server for support: 12:- Add support to save states.- Merge the latest patches - citra improvements. Beta 11:- Simplified switch to swipe finger through D-Pad and fix sensors.- Turn off the sensors when the emulation is paused. Citra first added recording state
support for its office construction in April of this year, just a month before bringing more of the emulator to Android. Since the registration states are very on storage and prone to breakage, it took the team some time to port on the experimental support save the state to Android, but the wait is over. Citra
announced that the registration states are now available on the latest Android version just as the app has reached the milestone of half a million downloads. The app warns you not to rely exclusively on record statements. Unlike regular game backups, the record states represent a snapshot of the
emulator's state at any given time — full RAM, processor status, processor, The GPU state is recorded in a huge file. The advantage here is that you can save whenever you want, even if the game won't let you. You also have little or no start time when you open a recording state because you don't have
to jump through all the regular menus before resuming gameplay. Keep in mind that because of their hacky nature, record states are inherently less reliable than a game's built-in recording mechanism, so don't rely on them exclusively. Do you have trouble catching shinies in your favorite Pokémon
games, or have trouble beating a tough boss? Well, do we have any good news for you! Save States are now available in Citra Android! Play Store: Blog Post: pic.twitter.com/A2VX3zjNuR — citra (@citraemu) September 14, 2020 Other than saving state support, the new Citra version also merges the
latest bugfixes and upstream improvements. It is available on the Play Store and APK Mirror. Developer: Citra Emulator Price: Free Free
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